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Background and Investment Purpose 

The purpose of this memo is to secure funding from the Investment Committee for administration by the 
Waikeria Programme Board as it considers and approves individual infrastructure recovery elements required 
after the riot.  

The 6-day Waikeria riot that ended on 3 January 2021 required a large initial infrastructure emergency 
response to secure the Top Jail and to deliver improvised levels of service to key functions in new locations 
around the site. 

On 12 January 2021 the ELT instructed the existing Waikeria Programme Board to take on the governance of 
the infrastructure recovery as an addition to its existing role. This included leveraging the underlying capability 
of the Waikeria Programme Team already deployed to deliver the new Waikeria facility and to consolidate site 
infrastructure. 

The Board has considered options in each infrastructure area where levels of service and functionality have 
been impaired and has determined preferred options in most areas. To undertake its role efficiently, the Board 
requires the ability to assign funding to preferred options so that budgets can be set up and implementation 
can start. 

 

2. Current status 

Where is the recovery 
process at currently? 

In the immediate aftermath urgent work was required to isolate services, manage 
immediate hazards and access at Top Jail, reconfigure site IT backbone, and 
replicate minimum viable Receiving Office, Health, ICT, ESS and Master Control 
functionality. Approximately $3.7m work has been performed or commissioned in 
these areas, mainly using Downer, Honeywell, and Spark. 

Since then, preferred solutions have been determined by the Board for kitchen, 
laundry, AVL, and office accommodation. In addition, a decision has been made to 
write-off and demolish the entire Top jail complex.  
 

 

3. Funding 

3.1 Overview 

Is the initiative on the 
Capital Plan? 

No 

Why is it necessary? To restore minimum viable levels of service and functionality following the 
Waikeria riot, until the new facility enters service in early 2023. 

 

3.2 Waikeria Programme Board funding requirement 

What is the funding 
requirement? 

Inclusive of a 30% contingency for relatively high levels of uncertainty, the funding 
pool required to cover costs incurred or committed in the immediate response, 
and the costs required for the implementation of preferred solutions, is $8.99m. 
This is outlined in table 1 below and includes both capex and opex. 
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The Board therefore requests that a business interruption infrastructure response 
pool of $7.15m inclusive of $0.8m contingency. This allocation provides capital 
funding certainty to engage and conduct site works.  

Operating costs of $1.84m have been signalled. These costs are phased across 
three financial years (the 24-month business interruption period). Costs this year 
will be incurred using existing delegations and ringfenced to the Waikeria business 
interruption cost centre (1716).  

The Board requests that it receives delegated authority to manage the allocation 
of funding to committed works and preferred options poised for implementation, 
with total allocation not to exceed the total of the pool. 
 

 

3.3 Response element summary 

The operational response resulted an immediate response now largely complete (to secure and make safe) and 
a second phase to restore and return the site to interim self-sufficiency. The cost to restore services including 
the receiving office, master control, kitchen, laundry, court AVL and office accommodation have now been 
assessed (refer table 1 below).  

 
Table 1 – Waikeria response capex & opex requirements phased by financial year.  

 
 
Funding sources: 
Capital: The $7.15m in capital funding inclusive of the $0.8m contingency will be sourced from the I&F Asset 
Management current year budget through the application of current forecast underspend against this 
programme area. Upon approval a WBS will be created with a capital budget enabling expenditure to be 
incurred, reported and governed by the Waikeria Programme Board. The full year capital forecast will be updated 
to reflect these costs to be incurred this financial year. The Investment Committee will receive a progress update 
including any out-year impacts on capital planning at the May meeting.  

Operating Costs: There are some operating costs impacts associated with these site operational restoration 
choices. This paper signal $1.84m in operating cost impact is phased across the 24-month business interruption 
period. These costs are currently being incurred by the lead business group utilising the appropriate expertise 
and application of existing budgets and delegation frameworks. The Waikeria Programme board govern and 
monitor expenditure being incurred. Note, for reporting purposes finance has been routinely assessing and 
sweeping these costs to the Waikeria business interruption cost centre (1716) located within the CS business 

Spend $
Recovery Costs: Totals Capex Opex 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 Totals
Initial Response Costs $0.39 $0.39 $0.39 $0.39
Miro - receiving office $0.65 $0.65 $0.65 $0.65
Miro - addittional works $0.10 $0.10 $0.10 $0.10
Master Control $1.48 $1.48 $1.48 $1.48
IT response costs $1.07 $0.85 $0.22 $1.07 $1.07
Kitchen $1.35 $1.00 $0.35 $1.05 $0.20 $0.10 $1.35
Laundry re-instatement $0.60 $0.60 $0.60 $0.60
Court/AVL $1.50 $1.40 $0.10 $1.40 $0.08 $0.03 $1.50
Office Accommodation $0.59 $0.28 $0.31 $0.50 $0.05 $0.04 $0.59
Demolition & Asbestos Assessment $0.27 $0.27 $0.27 $0.27
Contingency 30% $1.00 $0.80 $0.20
Programme Totals $8.99 $7.15 $1.84 $7.50 $0.32 $0.17 $7.99

Summary - excluding performance 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23
Capital $7.15 $7.15 $7.15
Opex $1.84 $1.35 $0.32 $0.17 $1.84
Programme Totals $8.99 $8.50 $0.32 $0.17 $8.99

not yet forecast

CAPEX/OPEX Likely spend phasing

Phasing
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grouping under the National Commissioner. The out-year expenditure impacts associated with this business 
interruption and recovery will be assessed and captured by functional planning.  

These ‘mobilisation’ funding pathways and costs have been captured and reflected in the insurance claim and 
in Budget 21 external funding bids. The outcomes of these processes will provide a future underwrite of the 
commitments being made through this mobilisation period.  

 

4. Governance 

Describe how the 
Waikeria Prison 
business interruption 
infrastructure 
response pool will be 
administered  

This scope of this governance work is a special-purpose addition to the existing 
Terms of Reference of the Waikeria Programme Board. In respect of this special 
purpose work only, new and over-riding requirements are: 

• Voting membership expanded to include DCE FPA 

• Voting quorum requirement includes all of: 

o Andrew Robertson (Chair) 

o Jo Perez 

o  

o Terry Buffery 

A report will be prepared for the Investment Committee once all the necessary 
response elements have been commissioned (expected in May 2021). Normal 
project control disciplines will apply for each element and delivery will be overseen 
by the Board. The offsetting of individual element variances will be permitted under 
the capped total of the pool, meaning that a single capital contingency and a single 
operating contingency can be used to manage uncertainty and minor scope 
changes. Any surplus in the pool will be returned to the Investment Committee 
once all elements have been completed. 

Due to the cost, complexity, and size of the Top Jail demolition, the main 
demolition contract award and funding will be subject to additional specific 
Investment Committee approval. However, a funding allowance for procurement 
and methodology planning related to Top jail demolition is included in the pool in 
Table 1.  
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DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS - NATIONAL OFFICE 
Private Box 1206, 20 Aitken Street, Thorndon, Wellington 6140 Phone: +64 4 460 3000 

www.corrections.govt.nz 

 
 
 
Date:  30 March 2021 
 
To:   , Marsh Insurance 
  
 
From: , Portfolio Manager, Insurance 
 
RE: Waikeria Insurance Claim  
 
The Department’s representation of losses supporting our claim arising from the 
event at Waikeria Top Jail is attached. 
 
The Department has taken a reasonable and conservative approach to estimating 
losses arising from the event. In generating these estimates at a fundamental 
level it is apparent that the losses exceed the sum insured by a comfortable 
margin (even after allowing for adjustments or alternative methodologies to 
calculate these estimates). This supports the claim of the maximum sum insured.    
We appreciate the timely and practical approach adopted by all parties which 
allows resolution of the claim quickly.  
 
An overview of the approach taken and supporting schedules follow.  
 
Buildings - Demolition Only (Schedule 1)  
 
While a tender process is yet to be completed to fully establish an approach to 
site demolition and costs, it is generally accepted that demolition costs exceed 
the sum insured due to the size and complexity of the works required. Each 
structure on the site is functionally integrated into the whole site such that it can 
only provide utility to the Department if all structures are extant. Further the 
Waikeria site Designation does not allow for any construction works or 
reinstatement of any building on the top jail site.  As such the Department’s 
position is that the Top Jail is a constructive total loss.  The estimate provided per 
Schedule 1 is a reasonable approach to supporting a claim of the maximum sum 
insured.  
         

Estimated Loss   
 
Plant and Contents (Schedule 2) 
 
Plant and Contents (2A) 
Accounting records were used as the primary basis for obtaining a value for plant 
and contents. This approach utilises actual acquisition costs which provides 
verifiable and conservative values. In total this amounts to $7.5m and, applying 
some reasonable estimate to this figure to derive replacement cost values (as 
provided for under the policy) will likely produce a figure close to the maximum 
sum insured. To derive actual replacement costs for this extensive list of assets 
would take some time and resources to manage and is not deemed necessary at 
this time.   

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(b)(ii)
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The plant and contents accounting information extracted did not provide a 
complete itemised list of fixtures and fittings. We advise that fixtures and fittings 
includes significant specialist fabricated custodial furniture and fittings which have 
been reasonably derived from the accounting records.  
 

Estimated Loss  $8.1M 
 
Electronic Security Plant (2B) 
The plant and contents accounting information extracted did not provide a 
complete itemised list of electronic security and IT plant. This has therefore been 
compiled and estimated at capitalizable value (replacement cost plus costs to 
install). 
 

Estimated Loss  $9.08M 
 
Staff and Prisoner property  
This is the best estimate at this time.  The Department’s view is that Prisoner 
Property falls within the scope of the policy.  Property held for 844 prisoners was 
lost in this event.       
 

Estimated Loss  $1.35M 
       
In total the Plant and Contents loss estimate exceeds the claim limit by a 
significant margin and, for the purpose of supporting a claim, we are comfortable 
that this figure is fit for purpose.   

        
Total     $18.53M 
  

Business Interruption (Schedule 3) 
 
The approach taken quantifies losses under three tranches: 

• Initial incident response costs incurred 
• Estimated costs to restore site services 
• Estimated ongoing increased opex costs to service interim operating 

model.  
 

Incident response costs  
Total costs are still to be finalised as some invoices and other costs attributed to 
this cost category are still to be received. Therefore this is a conservative figure 
at this time.  

Estimated Loss  $1.3 M 
 
Estimated costs to restore site services 
This comprises one off facilities solutions and excludes plant and equipment 
which falls under Material Damage policy.   
 

Estimated Loss  $6.9M 
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Estimated increased OPEX for interim operating model.   
The substantial part of the estimated loss, as a result of having to open and 
support additional capacity in the network, is $12.8M being the associated 
personnel costs required to support increased prisoner numbers in alternative 
prisons. Where appropriate, existing staff have been seconded to these facilities. 
This capacity will be utilised until the new facility becomes available.  Maintaining 
core staffing capability is the optimal solution which will enable the new Waikeria 
facility to be brought into service once completed in 2022. Network capacity lost 
as a result of the riot (293 beds) comprises 2.9% of the network.   
 

Estimated Loss  $12.2M 
 

Total Estimated Loss $20.4M 
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Schedule 2 A  
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